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Abstract 

Least Squares e s t i m & e m B T . r   deckh he 
t------- error terms satisfy a number of assumptions. In time 

series data, error terms may be correlated. In presence 
of serial correlation, OLS estimates and forecasts 
based on them are unbiased and consistent but 
become inefficient and as a result, the usual t and F 
tests become invalid. The model for this study uses 
per capita revenue air miles as a function of per 
capita income, average price per mile, accident rate 
per passenger mile of travel, number of fatalities fiom 
airplane accidents, and a period of airline regulation 
and deregulation. The model is tested for serial 
correlation and is then respecified to obtain more 
efficient estimates using Maximum Likelihood 
Method. Results show that per capita air miles is 
relatively less sensitive during a deregulatory period 
compared to a regulatory period; per capita air miles 
is highly sensitive to per capita income; and 
deregulation has increased air travel miles. 

Introduction 

Ordinary Least Square estimators of a linear 
regressian madelY=XhA 9- ; i r s ~ 4 &  *near 
unbiased estimators (BLUE) if the regressors (X's) 
satisfy these conditions: (1) nonstochastic, (2) 
linearly independent, (3) limiting value of (X'X/T) is 

i finite and nonsingular as the number of observation T 
i increases to infinity, (4) e has a multivariate normal 

distribution, (5) expected value of the error terms are 
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to regulation. Unlike other studies, this study finds 
that the income elasticity of air miles is higher under 
deregulation compared to that of regulation. In a 
regulatory period, the estimates of income elasticity 
generated by OLS and MLE correspond to 0.98 and 
1.17. Results indicate higher sensitivity of income 
towards air miles exists during deregulation period 
than regulation period. 

Model Specification and Estimation 
In this research study, the initial model taken to 

estimate by Ordinary Least Squares is as follows: 

(1) In (~11x2) = bO +bl ln(x31xl) +b2 ln(x41x2) + 
b3ln(x5/x1) +b4 x6 +b5 x7 + e where b's are scalar 
parameters. In this model, letters represent the 
following: 

x 1 represents domestic scheduled air passenger 
miles in billions 

x2 represents U.S. population in millions 
x3 represents operating revenue fi-om passengers 

in millions of dollars 
x4 represents gross national product of the United 

States in billions of dollars 
x5 measures number of American planes involved 

in an accident 
x6 is the number of fatalities from airplane 

accidents 
x7 is a dummy variable representing airline 

regulation or deregulation 
e is the random error variable 
0 represents airline regulation period fi-om 1960- 

1978 
and 1 represents the deregulation period 
starting from 1979 and onward. 

The ratio of (xl/x2)=x12 is the per capita air 
passenger miles; (x3/xl)=x31 reflects the average 



per capita hxma, 

would be e x p d  rn 
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(2) e ,=Cpebi+ut  ; i = 1 , 2 , 3  
where u, is iid with mean zero and variance o2 and 
Cov(u, u,.J=O for t=/ s. 

To test for structural change, interaction terms xrp, 
xrg, and xra are created. The variable xrp is the 
product term of regulation and logarithm of average 
price per passenger mile. Similarly, logarithm of per 
capita income and logarithm of accident rates are 
multiplied by regulation to create xrg and xra 
respectively. The model used for the purpose is as 
follows: 

(3) log x12 = c0 + c l  log x31 +c2 xrp + c3 log x42 + 
c4 xrg + c5 log x51 + c6 xra+ c7 x6 +c8 x7 + u 

where c's are constant terms, x's are explanatory 
variables and u has the following structure. 

(4) u , = C p q i + v ,  ; i =  1,2,3 
where v, is iid with mean zero and variance o2 and 
Cov(v, vt,)=O for t=/ s. 

Since Chow test does not give details of structural 
change, a dummy variable model is used. 
Introduction of one more interaction term, xrf in 
equation (3) yields the model as follows: 

(5) logx12=cO+cl logx31 +c2xrp+c3logx42+ 
c4 xrg + c5 log x51 + c6 xra + c7 xrf +c8 x6 + u 

where xrf is the product of fatalities and a dummy 
regulatiordderegulation variable. 

Data Description 
The data base for this study consists of variables 

relating to United States population in millions, Gross 
National Product in billions of dollars, domestic 
scheduled air carrier passenger miles measured in 
billions, number of scheduled domestic airline 
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insignificant. The negative influence of increase in 
fatalities on scheduled air carriers is shown by the 
negative sign of the parameter estimates. Since the 
influence of fatalities on scheduled air carriers is 
extremely small, stepwise regression did not pick 
fatality variable. As expected, the ex lanatory power P of the model reflected by adjusted R (0.98) is fairly 
high and all of the standard errors associated with 
different parameters except regulation/deregulation 
are relatively low. The value of F-statistic (437) is 
high and statistically significant. The presence of first 
order positive serial correlation is indicated by the 
Durbin-Watson statistic with a value of 0.965. The 
presence of systematic error patterns is shown by 
Cook's D in Chart 1. 

The Model 1 has been corrected for serial 
correlation with autoregressive scheme of order one, 
two, and three consecutively; and then estimated by 
the Maximum Likelihood (ML) method. Only two 
models of order AR(3), Model 5 and Model 6, are 
reported in Table 1. All price elasticities of air travel 
under these three autoregressive schemes showed 
lower absolute value relative to that of the OLS 
estimate indicating relative insensitivity of price to air 
travel miles. 

Like the OLS estimate, the income elasticities are 
highly elastic in the MI., method under all 
autocorrelation schemes. The absolute values of the 
elasticity of accident rate remained close under both 
ML and OLS but showed different signs. The 
accident rate elasticities are not significant. The 
impact of fatalities remained negative on air travel 
miles under ML with all schemes as well as OLS 
method. The impact of deregulation is positive on air 
travel miles under OLS and ML with autoregressive 
scheme of order AR(2) and AR(3). Unlike accident 
rate and regulation/ deregulation, the t-statistics 
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associated with price and income are statistically 
significant. 

Since ML method is a non-linear estimation 
method, R-Square does not have much meaning and 
80 this value cannot be compared with R-Square 
under OLS. Even though Durbin-Watson statistic 
under ML method with AR(2) and AR(3) has 

roved over AR(1) and OLS method, DW statistic 
le beyond for AR(1). 
Information Criterion (AIC) and 

riterion (SBC) have been taken for model 
criterion. A model with a lower value of 
statistic is judged to be preferable. The 

e value of SBC associated with model in 
uation (1) with AR(1) is 77 and it dropped to 69.6 
th AR(3) but the absolute value of AIC remained 
und 88 for both AR(1) and AR(3). The magnitude 
price elasticity of air miles, the sign of impact 
ltiplier associated with accident rate, and 
hanged absolute value of AIC leaves room for 

functional change in the model. z y  new functional form of the model is expressea 
ation (3) incorporating some interaction terms 

ould reflect the impact of price, per capita 
, and accident rates on air mileage during 
on as well as deregulation. OLS estimation of 

Model 2 in Table 1 indicates significant 
ovement in terms of absence of autocorrelation 

lanatory power. DW statistic has a value of 
ode1 2 relative to 0.93 in the previous Model 

-statistics associated with average price, per 
and accident rates on domestic air 

tatistically significant. Model 2 of Table 1 
the regulatory period. 

g regulation, the impact of nominal average 
air is negative, relatively inelastic, and 

ly significant, while during deregulation, the 
t of price on air is negative, elastic, and 



$4 ElfqwiaB* 

Mcd@l. a T&I6 1 

period. 
Tlwmmkl with AR,1(3] Is pmf~ib1s;bla over ml) 

@M@) as mdel s e l ~ b  CJiWsm k d  on A6CI 
and SBC are lower. The parrader estimates are - - -'- .- "-q-- 



similar to the niotfcl n.itho11t ;~r~torcgressi\.e scheme 
estiniates and havc nicanirigli~l sigris. 'l'hc t-statistics 
associated \vith a\,eragc price pcr- lnilc. per capita 
inconnc. and accident rate under- both rcg~~lat ion and 
deregulation, and the i~npact  of deregulation on air 
travel niilcs arc statistically s ig~i i f ic ;~~i t .  '1'0 explain 
thc structur-a1 change in clctail. estimatcs of tllc motlel 
in equation ( 5 )  arc shown hy Model3  and Model 0 in 
Table 1 .  3lotlcl 3, cs!imated by O I S .  yields a T)W of 
1.42 and an K-Squarc of0.00.  All parameter eslimatcs 
are statistically significant except accidclit aritl 
fatalities. Income elasticity is positi\.c and relatively 
inelastic during a regulator\; pel-iod \vliilc it is Ilighly 
elastic during i i  dcrcgulatory period. I'assengcrs arc 
less pricc elastic in a t1cregul;iltot-y per-iod compared to 
reg~11:ltor-y pcriod. hccidcnt rate elasticities arc highly 
i~lclastic during tlie perioct of stud>'. 

Illilike a ~lcrcgulatory pel-iod, an irlcseasc in 
accident !xtc lowers tra\.cl niilcs undcr regulation. 
'l'ra\.cl miles increased proportionately more than 
nccitlcnts and lhtalities. cn~rsirlg thc signs of the 
estimatcs to 1,c positi\.c. Results of 1L.Iorlel 4 and 
llotlcl 5 with A1<(3) sccrns to be siniilar in terms of 
estinnatcs and their c o r r c s p o ~ l i i  sigtii ficancc Ic\.els. 
lloclcl(t)) seems to reflect I-clati\.cly inelastic c1cm:ind 
for air tra\icl miles as thc a\.cragc ofper  capita inconic 
during dcrcgulation has It-iplerl cotilpared to tlic one in 
the regulatory period. 11 reduction in both accident 
rates and f.:italitics has contributed to the slnar-1) 
incrcasc iri per capita air tra\.cl nlilcs. 
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CHART 1 

Student Cook's 
Obs Residual -2-1-0 1 2 D 

Sum of Residuals 3.641532E-14 
Sum of Squared Residuals 0.305 1 
Predicted Resid SS (Press) 0.6591 
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